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GREECE NO LONGER HAS THE PEOPLE!
To commemorate the latest European Union crisis, you have to go back to the 11 o f October 2009 when
the President of Czech Republic Václav Klaus delayed the signing of he Treaty. And that if he had not signed
the scaﬀolding built unOl that Ome would have fallen Even then, by Tsipras Alexīs and his Government, it
was a short-term challenge. Unfortunately President Václav signed.
A possible collapse of the European Union at that Ome might have saved these days and those that will
follow. Reading the comments of reporters and analysts, their concern on the Greek crisis is quite high:
they're right. Without the ineﬀable euro coin and without the European Union, the two fundamental
stages of globalist delirium would fail miserably.
Reality is manipulated in a way that does not let us know how eﬀecOvely things are but only how they are
feared, hiding real responsibility and purposes. It should be noted that the European Union was created to
homologate and destroy the peoples of the european naOons. In Italy, in the wake of Prime Minister Renzi
and others like Salvini and Vendola, many of the Agora media editorialists criOcize a European Union model
that "doesn't work anymore"-as in the case of " la Repubblica " editor Ezio Mauro-that "this Europe must
change course " but without telling us how and why , saving the holiness of the Ventotene Manifesto of
AlOero Spinelli.
Others, like Ernesto Galli della Loggia, criOcize the same Manifesto , saying in the European Union there
has never been a consideraOon for the idea of naOon State, poinOng out that this pro-European a[tude
is factually criminalizing all naOonal idenOty values , bringing internaOonal europei st s to power and
deﬁning those people who defended naOonal values as sick of "nazionalist disease" and restricOng
democraOc freedom .
For them, if you love your country you are mentally ill. This would have aﬀected the very idea of European
union naOons, causing the disastrous outcome of the referendum. Alongside these "ritratoi" of the Greek
crisis, those same reporters provide a unique representaOon of the Greek people of Tsipras, of the former
Minister Varoufakis and of their Syriza party
Can you believe that the Greek people is "criminal", "reckless" and "selﬁsh", starOng from its current
leaders??? Everywhere you read of dangerous law s "irraOonal" choices, nicknames as the "Greek hole in
the Union", in addiOon to the already old , for some London press, list of failing Countries "piigs" (with
us) . T he former economy Minister, academic Yanis Varoufakis has wriben over a book about the current
world economic crisis , is described as a " amateur ", a "Ome waster" and "gambler"; also as someone
who "is bringing the Greek people to crash into a wall" ( words of Chancellor Angela Merkel in the
adermath of the referendum). In the same Corriere della Sera, in the opposite direcOon of Galli della
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Loggia, Antonio Polito speaks of " blackmailer " naOonalist "demagogue" Tsipras, as "democracy exists in
other eurozone countries"
.For Antonio Polito the Greek people exist?
For our part, the quesOons are more and more numerous..
Why in , view of '' anOdemocraOc "Greece, today the European Parliament can not enact laws, which
remain the absolute prerogaOve of the European Commission, the "summit" of 20 unelected people?
Compared with 400 million in Europe, where is the democracy in this case?
While the European Union is a paciﬁst but in words, the substance of its true face is aggressive, menacing,
blackmailing and unavailable to the suﬀering people?
Why is it not public knowledge that in the middle of the Greek crisis, the Commibee on Environment of
the European Commission enacted a regulaOon that, in order to"Limit" greenhouse gases such as methane
and ammonia, all breeders without excepOon must "arOﬁcially occlude sphincters' of cable and sheep "?
And why there is no memory that Greek debt is the result of the collusion of Greek authoriOes with
superbanks Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan?
Why is it not known that Petros Christodoulou, who in 2010 managed the naOonal debt on behalf of
former Prime Minister George Papandreou, had been a broker at service of Goldman Sachs? Wasn't there
as in many other cases, any internal conﬂict of interest?
Why no media online discloses that in truth the Greek people are paying for piloted bankrupcies of some
superbanks?
Who knows why Goldman Sachs, ader having invested for years in favor of the Euro today bets on its
failure in the stock market , making huge proﬁts oﬀ the euro crisis?
Not to say of BlackRock, the ﬁrst investment fund whose aggregate assets are 4,650 billion dollars - the
equivalent of the GDP of Germany - which is gradually engulﬁng the whole of Europe, thanks to the piloted
bankrupcies, of companies and naOons. Why no one says that BlackRock is behind the crises of Greece,
Italy, Spain, Iceland and Portugal?
As for problems in our house, on Tuesday 7th July we have the news that BlackRock has just crossed the
threshold of an ENEL share of 5% (5.008%). Were it not mandatory by the CONSOB, we would not have
heard of it.
Why no one says it's not the only one to gain from the Greek crisis as in the case of Deutsche Bank, whose
management came in block from Merrill Lynch, another superbank accused of unscrupulous ﬁnancial
speculaOon?
Why no news tell us that Deutsche Bank, with a deﬁcit of 55 trillion -20 Omes the German GDP - and a
reserve coverage of only 522 billion, is considered "the most failed banks in the world"? The same bankers
that slammed ﬁsts on the table ordering Greek negoOators in the persons of their ministers, to
"maintain their ﬁnancial commitments."
Why there is no menOon of the French economist Jacques Sapir's statememt, that compeOOvity problems
of the member countries of the euro are "unsolvable, if you can not devalue currencies against those most
compeOOve economies"?
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Finally, why should Greece, and ourselves, remain in the European Union if, according to ECB technicians, we read on the internal document ECB "March 2015 Ecb Staﬀ Macroeconomics ProjecOons for the Euro
Area" - unemployment in Eurozone
will not change even when there will be growth, which in simple terms means that the real economy will
not improve.
Writes the "Financial Times": "The Eurozone crisis has been so devastaOng that any ability of its economy to
create jobs, has been permanently destroyed even when there will be recovery”.
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